
A Little Taste of Haddonfield

a campaign frame and antagonist for Fear Itself

/hsg/ Anon

8/20/2021

Series Pitch: You play as normal adults in a small town and fall into Halloween meets It
Follows.

Setup

Use the Spiral of Misery style from P.134-135 of Fear Itself to link player characters
together. The Spiral of Misery to get PC’s involved by which every PC has a professional,
emotional or otherwise bond with other players, spiraling out in strands from the first PC
who will come in contact with the dark. You ask your friend for help, your friend asks a
cop friend, etc. This is integral to getting all of the players “hunted” and directly involved
with the mystery. I’ll call them “Primary” from now out.

A Fear Itself questionnaire helps, but make sure you get a “What is the Worst Thing
You have Ever Done?” answered for each character. Detail each player’s home life, what’s
keeping them here, without going too far. You can ask point blank who is likely to help
someone in danger, or assign the “center” of the spiral to the Character you think is the
most likely as Primary.

Involvement

Start with some roleplay on each of their lives, as Primary or the others go through their
day. Then out of nowhere, a man or woman stumbles around a corner bleeding, or bangs
on the window of their office trying to be let in screaming that someone is chasing them
or going to kill them. Draw in maximum tension on if they should help them. It doesn’t
matter how small the help is, or if they recede it and offer the person up to The Shape,
that person will be Marked.

During this, a tall man in a blue jumpsuit with a white, mask-like face emerges if they
already did not see them it following them and begins a violent attack. No matter what,
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the Victim does not survive. Even if the cops kill The Shape, it will be back and kill the
victim or the effect will take hold. Either way, The Shape walks away, ignoring Primary
entirely almost as if they aren’t there.

After this, Primary’s life continues as normal until they start seeing The Shape at
a distance, stalking them, in reflections, at their job watching them. They may contact
someone for help either before or after this starts, but either way, they and their friends are
going to be attacked as they help the Primary. Everyone who helps the Primary becomes
Marked by The Shape. Everyone who helps a Marked in a way that impedes The Shape.
The person who’s house they stayed at. The cop who let them have a taser, they guy who
rented them a car, the Uber Eats driver who gave them food when they were barricaded
in their house... nothing is too petty to become one of The Marked.

Between attacks focus heavy on the real life-portions until they almost become the pri-
mary function of the game. Players have kids, husbands, spouses, families, responsibilities,
a job. This is practically the other half of the game.

Attacks/Chases/Hunts can come at any time, interrupting normal life. While driving,
in public bathroom when you see a pair of familiar boots outside the stall shortly before
the knife comes crashing in, at your son’s doctors appointment, during a court hearing...
it doesn’t matter when The Shape strikes but it should be nasty every time, a fight to
survive. Now The Shape has become a part of their lives and will stay such until they are
dead. Carrying knives, pipes, improvised weapons, whatever it can get its hands on.
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The Shape
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The Hunt

The Hunt is the name for what happens when The Shape begins to pursue/attack you.
This can begin at any time, but usually once you have noticed it. There will usually be
some notice of it before it attacks, familiar boots outside the door of a restroom stall, a face
in the crowd, or a reflection in a window. Then it strikes. If possible, it approaches first.
It may approach from across traffic, cars crashing into one another under its effects, it may
break through a window in your home, or it may simply step out from a dark alleyway.

(It usually “turns on” No One Can Hear You Scream after it has been seen but before
players can get help. Sometimes it may deliberately not use No One Can Hear You Scream,
in order to allow it to gain more victims and to save up aberrance for a more brutal
attack/surprise attack.) Use the Unrelenting Pursuit/Prolonged Chases rules on page
40 for fleeing The Shape. Every time a player is “Caught” or loses a chase, the Shape
reappears, close enough to attempt an attack.

The Hunt is over when either: The Target is Dead OR The Target has escaped The
Shape. Escaping is possible via the chase rules or if the player manages to successfully hide
from The Shape, or if it gets bored (runs out of aberrance) and simply leaves.

The Shape

Slasher Unstoppable Harrowing

“I met him, 15 years ago; I was told there was nothing left; no reason, no con-
science, no understanding in even the most rudimentary sense of life or death,
of good or evil, right or wrong. I met this. . . six-year-old child with this blank,
pale, emotionless face, and. . . the blackest eyes – the Devil’s eyes. I spent eight
years trying to reach him, and then another seven trying to keep him locked
up, because I realized that what was living behind that boy’s eyes was purely
and simply. . . evil.”

-Dr. Loomis

Full statblock up next. The thing is a lot of this campaign is improvisational, riffing
off your character’s lives and keeping that atmosphere.

Abilities: Aberrance 8, (+1d6-1 for the killing of someone connected to a CHOSEN,
+1d6-2 for an unconnected kill)

Athletics: 12

Health: 20
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Scuffling: 12

Hit Threshold: 4

Armor: +2 (vs Shooting) +1 (Scuffling)

Awareness Modifier: -1 (In Public) (+0 during the hunt)

Stealth Modifier: +1 (Stalking) -1 (On the Hunt)

Damage Modifiers: -1 (Unarmed) +1 (Knife) +0 (Blunt Object/Improvised Weapon)
+2 (Chainsaw or Motorized Equipment/)

Its behavior is determined by how people/its Victims react to it: If a victim is afraid
upon seeing it stalking them, it may disappear. However if they attempt to confront it, it
may begin the chase. Keep this feeling random. Keep them paranoid. Keep them looking
over their shoulder.

It cannot be photographed or videotaped except in a mirror. SLR cameras and DSLR
cameras use pellicle mirrors. Digital Photographs, video or normal film will show nothing.

Blackest Eyes, the Devil’s Eyes: The Shape always walks. Even during a chase. It
only moves quickly when in close quarters and a target is fleeing. The Shape NEVER
speaks, any cries of pain are muffled if they even exist.

The Shape is superhumanly strong and pain resistant, and capable of punching
through doors and killing someone with its bare hands. Any fingerprints taken will
be larger than the original fingers on record. (NOTE: It may be stumbled slightly
by gunfire, but may attempt to resist this while advancing on a target by a d6 roll
vs the damage received. Higher roll succeeds. No spends)

Death has come to your little town: The Shape can only regain aberrance by killing.
It regains as seen above and may even lose points. +1d6 for a chosen. +1d6-1 for
the killing of someone connected to a CHOSEN, +1d6-2 for an unconnected kill).

Because you were home: Anyone who attempts to help one of THE VICTIMS will find
themselves stalked by The Shape with its intermittent attacks. This continues to their
descendants or any of their children although its focus is the CHOSEN.

Nobody Hears Your Screams: For 2 points of Aberrance, The Shape is able to exert
a force of ”passivity” to those around them, authority figures may become more
reluctant to help, bystanders will not have an adverse reaction or might not even
notice the presence of The Shape, leaving the victim totally alone with it. This effect
only extends to those who might see the Shape and take action. This aura radiates
from around The Shape and follows it. Typically triggered while ”On the Hunt”, it
is used as a way to isolate its victims or as camouflage.
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The effect extends to phone calls, muffles sound. This does not affect any of THE
CHOSEN aka its Targets, or those that want to help them. The Shape does NOT
gain Aberrance for killing someone under the influence of this effect. Assume the
effect has a radius of a city block.

UNSTOPPABLE / The Boogeyman Never Dies: Upon reducing its health to zero,
all current aberrance (If Any) will be expended and an individual connected to one
of the player’s Worst Thing They Have Ever Done will become possessed. During
the next week this connected person will go missing.

They awake from sleep, unable to move or speak. Their face begins to whiten and
become pasty, as the latex mask begins to grow from their skin, trapping them inside
as they can breath, but no longer scream, the eyes behind the mask growing further
and further away into the blackness. They completely lose control of their bodies,
as the Shape possesses them, forced to watch as it hunts, kills and stalks those that
have wronged them. It will take on some form of garb or coloring like that of the
blue jumpsuit by stealing, dying or simply changing clothes. Without food or water,
the host will die, and then changes become more drastic. This takes several days.

The Shape regains maximum Aberrance and its health returns to maximum. All
Scuffling and Athletics pools are refreshed (Normally refreshed after a Hunt/episode).

Gradually, the shape of the mask changes from the face of the victim, to that of the
Myer’s Mask. Physical or sexual characteristics that deviate from the “Myers Shape”
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disappear as the body changes, growing taller or shorter, stronger, as it become a
more fitting vessel for “The Shape” until only fingerprints betray the true identity
of the body underneath. Once the vessel The Shape inhabits dies, the body remains
inside, beginning to rot as the body is reduced to decaying flesh and a black, putrid
substance from which grows worms and maggots. This takes maybe a week.This
takes maybe a week.

The Shape may never regain health except through examples below.

Slasher Movement: Spend 1 Aberrance to appear somewhere unlikely. (He’s inside your
house.) Those nearby get a Sense Trouble test to realize something’s wrong. Alterna-
tively, for 2 Aberrance, the Slasher gets to burst out of some hiding place and make
a free attack on a victim. This power can also be used to vanish; it costs 1 point to
disappear, but the Slasher has to be unobserved when vanishing.

Not Dead Yet: If reduced to 0 Health, the Slasher can come back if he has any Aberrance
left. Spending 1 Aberrance buys him 1d6 Health; if he spends 2 Aberrance, he gets to
make a surprise attack on the character who “killed” him, as long as that character
isn’t the only surviving player character.
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All That Remains

Bullshit Detector: The lies being told to avoid helping the character don’t add up log-
ically, they are... more lazy or about intentional blissful ignorance than anything
else.

Sense Trouble: They notice that the face go slack on the person they are talking to, as
if the person has been hit with a strong tranquilizer.

Medicine: With the amount of damage that must have been done, the assailant would
have necessitated extreme pain loss or drugs in order to physically do that to someone.
Possibly something like PCP, or they feel very little pain due to a nerve disorder.

History/Research (WIP): Similar figures appear throughout folklore and history across
various cultures, usually as a symbol for death, point spends indicating varying de-
grees of how far back this goes, a story of a french monastery in the 1600s attacked
by a similar figure a white face in blue robes, a native tribe before America was
settled, a city in India before the British occupation, a Slavic town in the mountains,
all stories with common lines of aiding those targeted by the entity ending in death.
Do not state this outright, let them figure it out through the context of the stories.
None of their victims have ever survived and all accounts are made by those barely
involved with the victims, if not second or third-hand.

Investigative Procedure: The Shape has done little to nothing to cover its tracks or
hide the evidence of its crimes. Bootprints, fingerprints, broken glass, slashes in
walls, blood splatters, all are never hidden or covered up. There may be some small
effort to shove a body in a place that will be discovered later, but this is the most
The Shape will do.

Photography: The Shape does not show up in any direct photographs. This will rarely
be noticed by the person taking photos. However, a 2 point spend will notice that it
shows up in any reflections in the images.

Cop talk: There are aspects of the case that don’t add up to Law Enforcement, small ones,
either links between murders or disappearances, parts of the crime scene, witness
testimony, things the enforcers are purposefully ignoring because it doesn’t make
sense.

Outdoor Survival: Nobody should be able to be alive in these temperatures. It’s winter
for Christ’s sake. There’s no car, he’s wearing a jumpsuit in 90 degree weather, how
is he not suffering from heatstroke? At this point any normal human being would be
exhausted... why haven’t they stopped yet? It’s been miles and he’s still following
you.
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Computer Use: There is no footage of The Shape on the security cameras.

Interrogation: The bystanders genuinely do have no recollection of the Killer being there,
almost like that selective attention test with the Gorilla. They just didn’t see them
or notice they were there.

Aura Reading: There is... there aura is Black, diseased, a lack of light as if there can
be such a thing with an aura. Your sister is there too but... it’s almost like she has
been devoured and you are seeing the scraps.

Premonitions: You see a hand breaking through the window and grabbing your throat.
Marie is drowned in the bathtub on the car ride to see her and... you see it on the
ride before you find her.

Sensitive: It’s like hate but... at the same time twisted with the primal nature of lust.

Alternatively for Every Paranormal ability: There is Nothing there, almost as if it
is not really there.

ALSO NOTE: The Halloween Franchise still exists as a series of movies within the
game you are playing. This means good luck getting anyone to believe you that Michael
Myers is stalking you. Myers doesn’t exist. If the cops kill the guy they find someone
in a Michael Myers suit, someone who may have had a reason to kill you thanks to the
“WORST THING YOU HAVE EVER DONE” connection.

The idea is about having one singular antagonist over a long period of time, stalking, and
focusing on the more existential horror aspects of The Shape in that original movie. The
unstoppable force of it, the way it keeps going, patient, keeping its distance, unstoppable
long-term.

Some Further Notes/Potential powers

If you find your players find a way to reliably kill it to the point where you are sure they
aren’t scared of it, change up the stats, have it be “stronger”, add +1d6 to its aberrance,
Health, and/or Scuffling pools. Make it more cunning in its ploys. Potential added Abilities
in case of noscares:

1. Any patch of concentrated darkness is a space it can now emerge from.

2. If seen in a mirror, and they lock eyes with it, it may duplicate and there are two
now. If one is destroyed, it is not resurrected. Alternatively, they lock eyes with it in
the mirror and are drawn in... they look at the mirror and The Shape now has their
face... and their face is that of the Myers mask. The Shape smiles with their face
and leaves to to kill their friends and family, leaving blame for all of their crimes on
them. (Aberrance spend 5)
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3. Alternatively, after being surrounded by police it may disable one of the Players, cut
out their tongue and tear off its mask, placing it onto the head of the player, which
will fuse to their skin leaving them unable to respond and as they are discovered and
the cops unload on them.

4. If they touch The Shape’s skin, The Shape gains their fingerprints and will leave
them in blood at the scene of its crimes like an afterthought.

5. At the cost of 6 Aberrance, space and reality begins to bend around you during a
chase to make the hallways endless, the corridors stretch on forever, with The Shape
only getting closer and closer, like something out of a dream before it finally catches
you. You are now so far away from home.

6. At the scene of a recent murder they find... The Shape’s face/the Mask. It could be
out there. Anywhere. And they don’t know what it looks like now.

The TRICK of the scenario is having your players figure all this out. The Shape’s life cycle
and the way it chooses its victims is the central mystery to uncover.If you would like, add
a less supernatural secondary mystery.
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Notes on Portraying THE SHAPE/Tone

The SHAPE is an almost elemental force of death by unknown design, but to portray it
solely as that misses a lot of the appeal of Myers and the portrayal of The shape in the
first Halloween film. It is not wholely single minded, it is not a machine although it has
the durability of one. In small slips and fragments, something resembling emotions come
out, curiosity, creativity, or unsettling ingenuity. The Shape might have the perfect chance
to kill someone but may try something else... it may start cutting their arm and peeling
back the skin to see what is inside while they scream. It may cut a clown’s smile into their
face, breaking their spine when they resist. It may ring the doorbell and play a recording
of the pizza man out of a cassette tape. It may pierce a spike through the peephole after
knocking to gouge your eye. It may walk over someone it has no plans of killing when it
easily could. It may stop and stare into a classroom of children and do nothing, or may
simply walk right by.

It may wear a friend’s halloween costume to get closer to you. It may stop and stare
at a billboard, trying to comprehend it. It may pick up a phone dropped by a dead person
and listen until they hang up. It may stop a child from running into oncoming traffic who
ran into it and then walk away after a moment as if nothing happened. It may stand in
place for hours.

Focus on this scene (Halloween (1978) Ghost Scene & Kitchen Scene).
Even though you are playing a Slasher scenario, try to give impact to every death,

every bystander kill they may learn the name of on the news, they may be questioned
about them, and that should impact them in some small way. If they have not made the
connection yet make them feel with those news clips like it could be them next. Dead
relatives or friends have funerals. A husband is stabbed and now everyone starts asking
them about the funeral after a time.

It loves to kill, it loves to make people suffer or the feeling that it has created suffering,
but that feeling is not constant, and comes and goes as a desire. It is not an aimless
death machine like the Organ Grinder, it is calm, subtle on approach, brutal on contact
and unrelenting. It has a slight softness toward children but only in the sense that it saves
them for last or leaves them with the vision of having seen their parents slaughtered. When
they grow older it will come for them then as well. It does not target them as they cannot
help anyone.

Ending It

The arc/campaign/miniseries should have a fixed length. Know that by X session it will
end as tensions mount and players are killed off/wounded in savage attacks. It is up to the
GM how they want to end this. Choose one so you can structure the arc around it in a
way that feels fitting.
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No Escape

Players come to realize that there is no escape from this entity. It will follow them to their
graves. There is no magic, there is no science, no weapons that can hold it back: it is death
made manifest coming to kill them simply because they exist or because they were at the
wrong place at the wrong time. It may be for no reason at all. It is a curse in the oldest
and most traditional sense. There is no magic pill. No spell to save them. All roads lead
them to the same path: Nonexistence.

They will die. Their families will die afterward. And there is not a thing they can do
to stop it. All of life is like this... but the Shape is more direct than Men or philosophers.
The Shape is honest.

How does each character react to this?

Black Thorn Demon/Outer Black

Research or talking to the right person discovers that The Shape is not a thing that should
be. At the dawn of mankind, at the dawn of reality, something broke or formed a tumor
which became The Shape. The universe is likely glad to have this fixed and it can be sealed
away in some fashion by a costly ritual which The Shape will do everything in its power
to prevent. The final battle is likely to be costly, and not all will survive it, but once it is
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done, it is done and can not be un-done.
This may be payed for in their blood, but at least their children and the rest of humanity

will be safe.

The Angel/Loomis Ending

During an attack, a bystander or player who is not marked will recognize by their own that
this can only end one way: and it includes their own death. The “Angel” recognizes that
they alone can fix this, by trying to kill The Shape in a way that will ensure their own
demise. How they react to this is up to them.

Are they cowardly and shy away from the responsibility? The Shape kills the others
and walks right past The Angel, leaving them with what they have done. If they say yes,
have them reflect on all they will be leaving behind if they do this...

One of The Angel’s attacks will in some way disable The Shape in a way that normal
harm was unable to beforehand (shooting out his eyes in Halloween 2), such as disabling
one arm, chaining The Shape to a wall, successfully injecting The Shape with a chemical
to disable it, severing a hand or several fingers, breaking a bone... it should be something
that would have seemed impossible before or should have happened but just didn’t like its
lungs filling with blood.

Either way, it is a signal to the hopeless that something has changed, and that running
is no longer the best option. Either way, the disabling action is not wholely perfect; The
Shape manages to be dangerous despite being blind, The Shape will begin using the broken
or blunted limb like a club to smash someone’s face into pulp instead of its weapon, the
knock-out drug or tazer doesn’t fully work... etc.

The Angel may then attempt to kill The Shape that will kill both of them. This can
be anything from pointing a gun under its chin as it grabs them and sticks a knife between
their ribs and pulling the trigger, to gas and a lighter, to ramming their car at The Shape
at high speed. The Angel will die, but so will The Shape.

If the Angel attempts to escape this duty or is saved by someone else... The Shape
reemerges unexpectedly later and stalks The Angel. Once the Angel makes eye contact
with The Shape, their brain begins to boil and increase in temperature until it is rushing
out their eyes nose and mouth and they collapse dead. After The Shape dies this time,
The Angel’s corpse will be the next one. They deserve it.

If they succeed at their martyrdom The Shape is gone... for a time.

Thesis

The Shape cannot be killed. Force your players to deal with a long-term antagonist that
truly can never be killed, one that surviving it comes at a cost to those near you or dear to
you, one that fighting it can just make the problem worse, one where running will not save
you no matter how far, and one that will disrupt their lives in a way that cannot be fixed.
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It will enter their lives without warning, and do untold damage... for what reason? They
will never know. That lack of answers is scary. The best answer they get is if they realize
that those that help its victims become targeted. They might find the name of the person
they first saw in the suit and what connection they had that could explain it... And that
isn’t much.

Do not answer these questions for them, give them clues, enough to figure it out, but
never explain it in explicit terms. Where did it come from? What is it? Invite theories
from characters but no answers. If an old book says it is a demon, and players try a Priest
or a crucifix it won’t work. Any name you give it or category won’t stick. You can make
it an aspect of the Outer Black if you’d like, but its connections are tenuous and will only
get filed under “Outre Black” as it is supernatural and they fight the Supernatural. Its
exposure in the paper did not weaken the membrane.

Those unknowns are what make it scary. Do not answer them. At best leave contra-
dictory breadcrumbs.

Anyways, feedback, ideas? I’m likely to keep adding onto this later but its good to
have all of it finally written in some form.
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